Face perception is crucial to survival among social primates. It has been suggested that a group of extrastriate cortical regions responding more strongly to faces than to nonface objects is critical for face processing in primates. It is generally assumed that these regions are not retinotopically organized, as with human face-processing areas, showing foveal bias but lacking any organization with respect to polar angle. Despite many electrophysiological studies targeting monkey face patches, the retinotopic organization of these patches remains largely unclear. We have examined the relationship between cortical face patches and the topographic organization of extrastriate cortex using biologically relevant, phase-encoded retinotopic mapping stimuli in macaques. Single-subject fMRI results indicated a gradual shift from highly retinotopic to no topographic organization from posterior to anterior face patches in inferotemporal cortex. We also constructed a probabilistic retinotopic atlas of occipital and ventral extrastriate visual cortex. By comparing this probabilistic map to the locations of face patches at the group level, we showed that a previously identified posterior lateral temporal face patch (PL) is located within the posterior inferotemporal dorsal (PITd) retinotopic area. Furthermore, we identified a novel face patch posterior PL, which is located in retinotopically organized transitional area V4 (V4t). Previously published coordinates of human PITd coincide with the group-level occipital face area (OFA), according to a probabilistic map derived from a large population, implying a potential correspondence between monkey PL/PITd and human OFA/PITd. Furthermore, the monkey middle lateral temporal face patch (ML) shows consistent foveal biases but no obvious polar-angle structure. In contrast, middle fundus temporal (MF), anterior temporal and prefrontal monkey face patches lacked topographic organization.
Introduction
To process facial information, primates rely on several extrastriate cortical regions that respond more strongly to faces than to a wide variety of nonface objects (Kanwisher et al., 1997; Tsao et al., 2003; Rajimehr et al., 2009 ). These face patches are functionally interconnected in monkeys forming a "faceprocessing network" embedded in occipitotemporal and prefrontal cortex Hadj-Bouziane et al., 2008; Tsao et al., 2008b; Rajimehr et al., 2009; Ku et al., 2011; Zhu et al., 2011) .
Although significant progress has been made in the understanding of the neuronal response characteristics of monkey face patches (Tsao et al., 2006; Hadj-Bouziane et al., 2008; Freiwald et al., 2009; Pinsk et al., 2009; Freiwald and Tsao, 2010; Issa and DiCarlo, 2012) , little is known about their topographic organizations. Such information, however, would be invaluable for several reasons. First, relating the face-selective regions of monkeys and humans to their respective retinotopic maps may provide a powerful tool for establishing functional correspondences across species. Since most human face areas are located outside the region containing predominantly retinotopic areas (Halgren et al., 1999; Larsson and Heeger, 2006; Arcaro et al., 2009) , and display only a modest degree of eccentricity bias (Levy et al., 2001; Hasson et al., 2002) , it is reasonable to assume that monkey face patches are also not retinotopically organized. However, since the 3D coordinates of the posterior lateral (PL) face patch may correspond to that of retinotopic temporal occipital area (TEO; Boussaoud et al., 1991; Ungerleider et al., 2008; Kolster et al., 2009) , and because a recent MR-guided electrophysiological study showed an upper-field preference in PL (Issa and DiCarlo, 2012) , it may nonetheless be retinotopically organized.
Second, relating face patches to retinotopic areas could have important implications for inferring the nature of their neural computations (Halgren et al., 1999; Freiwald and Tsao, 2010) . A face patch within retinotopic cortex presumably processes relatively low-level information specific for the location of faces (or face components) in the visual field. On the other hand, higher-level processing, requiring invariant facial representations comprising invariances for changes in size, viewpoint, or location, is more difficult to reconcile with a rigid retinotopic organization. Processes involved in face identification are thus assumed to depend on the integration of information converging at higher levels of the visual system. Obviously, the reverse does not hold true, and a lack of retinotopic organization does not necessarily imply invariant processing.
To examine the detailed retinotopic organization of face patches in monkeys, we used high-resolution fMRI and biologically relevant images superimposed onto the retinotopic stimuli. Since previous studies investigating face patches often relied on anatomically defined atlases, we have also constructed a probabilistic retinotopic atlas of monkey ventral extrastriate cortex that can be used to compare past, and to guide future, fMRI, electrophysiology (Issa and DiCarlo, 2012; Popivanov et al., 2012) , and focal-perturbation experiments (Ekstrom et al., 2008; Gerits et al., 2012; Wilke et al., 2010 Wilke et al., , 2012 .
Materials and Methods

Subjects and behavior
Four juvenile to young adult macaque monkeys [M1-M4, Macaca mulatta; 4 -7 kg; one female (M3)] participated in this study. Animal care and experimental procedures conformed to the European and national guidelines, and were approved by the local ethical committee. The animals were prepared for awake, contrast agent-enhanced fMRI experiments, as previously described (Vanduffel et al., 2001) , and were trained for a passive fixation task wherein subjects were fixed in the "sphinx" position inside a plastic box using a physical head restraint.
Visual stimulus design and presentation
Visual stimuli were rear projected using a Barco LCD projector (1280 ϫ 1024 pixels; 60 Hz) onto a translucent screen placed 56 cm from the monkey's eyes. During the experiment, the monkey's continuous central fixation was monitored at 120 Hz with an infrared-based eye-tracking system (ISCAN).
Experiment 1: retinotopy
The phase-encoded retinotopic stimuli consisted of alternating rotating wedges and expanding rings used to obtain information about both polar-angle and eccentricity organization (Engel et al., 1994; Sereno et al., 1995; Kolster et al., 2009) . Each run consisted of four 64 s cycles, during which one of these two stimuli was displayed. During each scan session, 20 -40 runs were collected. Only those runs were considered for further analyses where the monkey fixated for Ͼ95% of the time within a central virtual window, measuring 2°ϫ 2°visual angle around the fixation point.
To enhance neuronal responses in higher-order cortical areas, videos of either dynamic macaque faces [extracted from the movies used in Zhu et al. (2012) ] or walking humans were confined to retinotopic-specific apertures. These apertures consisted of either expanding annuli or rotating wedges, traversing the area between 0.25°and 12.25°of visual angle (Fig. 1a) . The wedges were 45°wide, and the eccentricity annuli were scaled according to a log(r) law, to adapt the radial extent to the cortical magnification factor (Sereno et al., 1995) . In addition, aspect ratios of the figures superimposed onto the wedges and annuli were also held constant over the entire range of eccentricities by adjusting the size of the displayed animated object according to the same log(r) law. The breadths of the polar-angle wedges in the azimuthal direction and the lengths of the expanding annuli in the radial direction were specifically tailored to illuminate a given point on the screen for 8 s, the time required for the hemodynamic response to reach its maximum (Leite and Mandeville, 2006) . The initial 8 s of each run are used to achieve equilibrium in the hemodynamic response.
Experiment 2: face localizer
The face localizer was designed to map the locations of the face patches in the same monkeys with which the retinotopic mapping had been performed. Monkey face patch PL is located on the lateral surface of the posterior temporal gyrus, ML and MF are positioned in the lower lip and fundus of the middle superior temporal sulcus (STS), and four anterior patches [anterior fundus (AF), anterior lateral (AL), anterior medial (AM), anterior dorsal (AD)] are found in anterior inferotemporal cortex Pinsk et al., 2009) . The prefrontal face patches are found in the lateral orbital sulcus (PO f ), on the inferior convexity (PL f ), and in the anterior bank of the lower ramus of the arcuate sulcus (PA f ; Tsao et al., 2008a,b) .
During the face-localizer experiment, we used a block design containing blocks (20 s each) of a fixation-only condition and six stimulus categories: monkey faces, monkey bodies, objects, mammals, birds, and fruits (Fig. 1b) . This well controlled stimulus set has been described in greater detail previously (Popivanov et al., 2012) . In short, low-level characteristics across the various categories were equalized insofar as possible (Popivanov et al., 2012, their Fig. 2 ), including corrections for mean aspect ratio and luminance. All images were embedded in pink noise with the same mean luminance and with a spatial frequency power spectrum similar to a typical natural scene. All stimuli were confined to an area averaging 5°of the visual field (square root of the area). Each block contained 20 different pictures from within a single category, and each individual stimulus was presented two times per block for 500 ms in a pseudo-random order. Every run consisted of three cycles of 140 s [(six conditions ϩ fixation block) ϫ 20 s], during which each block was shown once in pseudo-randomized order. Only runs where the monkey maintained fixation inside a 2°ϫ 2°virtual central window for Ͼ90% of the time were considered for further analysis. Face-localizer data were collected in three of the four subjects (M1, M3, and M4).
Data acquisition
Anatomical scans. High resolution, T1-weighted anatomical images were collected on a whole-body Siemens TIM Trio 3 T scanner for use in Figure 1 . The experimental stimuli. a, Animated movies of monkey faces (top) and walking humans (bottom) confined to eccentricity rings and polar-angle wedges. Cycle period, 64 s; 4 cycles/run; apertures between 0.25°and 12.25°; wedge width, 45°. b, Block design experiment using images from six different categories (monkey bodies, monkey faces, mammals, birds, objects, and fruits/vegetables) and one fixation-only condition. The contrast monkey faces versus objects was used to localize the face patches. Panel b is modified with permission from Popivanov et al., 2012. conjunction with the activation overlays from the functional analyses. Under ketamine-xylazine anesthesia, an MPRAGE sequence (208 sagittal slices; 320 ϫ 260 in-plane matrix; spatial resolution, 0.4 ϫ 0.4 ϫ 0.4 mm 3 ) was used to obtain 12-15 whole-brain volumes, which were then averaged to improve signal-to-noise ratio. For subjects M1 and M4, scan parameters were set to repetition time (TR) of 2.2 s, echo time (TE) of 2.52 ms, inversion time (TI) of 900 ms, and flip angle (␣) of 9°. For subjects M2 and M3, the scan parameters were slightly altered to increase gray matter-white matter contrast (TR, 2.5 s; TE, 4.35 ms; TI, 850 ms; ␣, 9°). A single-loop transmit-receive surface coil (12.5 cm diameter) constructed in-house was used for subjects M1 and M4. For subjects M2 and M3, data were collected with a receive-only surface coil of our own design and using the standard body transmitter.
Functional scans. All functional volumes were acquired with the same Siemens TIM Trio 3 T scanner. For experiment 1, a gradient-echo echoplanar imaging sequence was used (TR, 2 s; TE, 19 ms; ␣, 76°; acceleration factor, 3; 1 mm 3 isotropic voxels; matrix size, 84 ϫ 84; 50 slices). For experiment 2, data were collected with the same sequence but at 1.25 mm isotropic spatial resolution and with a TE of 17 ms. Functional data were collected using an in-house-designed eight-channel, receive-only, phased-array coil and a local radial transmit coil. Immediately before each scanning session, the iron oxide contrast agent Sinerem (Guerbet) or Feraheme (AMAG Pharmaceuticals) was injected into the femoral/ saphenous vein below the knee (8 -11 mg/kg). Data were acquired over multiple scanning sessions for each subject. In experiment 1, a total of 33,000 volumes were acquired during the retinotopy experiment (M1, 7128 volumes in two sessions; M2, 11,616 volumes in three sessions; M3, 5676 volumes in two sessions; and M4, 8580 volumes in three sessions). In experiment 2, 17,220 volumes were acquired with the face-localizer stimuli (M1, 6720 volumes in one session; M3, 4620 volumes in one session; and M4, 5880 volumes in two sessions).
Data analysis
The individual anatomical images were segmented with FreeSurfer 5.0 (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu). The resulting white matter surfaces were inflated and flattened. All functional data from the corresponding subject were projected onto these surfaces.
Raw functional data from each scan session were reconstructed offline using an in-house developed SENSE image reconstruction algorithm and nonrigid, slice-by-slice distortion correction (Kolster et al., 2009 ) in MATLAB (MathWorks). The standard rigid motion correction in FreeSurfer was then applied. In experiment 1, intersession registration was performed using 2D nonlinear warping in the imaging plane with JIP (www.nitrc.org/projects/jip; Mandeville et al., 2011) . For each subject, one session-averaged functional image was taken as a template, and the session-averaged image from the other sessions was warped to this template. No volume smoothing was applied. After warping, the phaseencoded retinotopy data were analyzed in the native space of the template session using FS-FAST. The resulting phase information was registered with JIP (2D nonlinear registration) to match the segmented anatomical image and was projected onto the surface using FreeSurfer. To limit contributions from white matter and CSF, the average activity along the normal vector, lying between 20% and 80% of the cortical thickness, and measured at intervals of 10% of this distance, was calculated and assigned to each node on the surface. In addition, this method limits potential crossover between signals from adjacent superficial layers of gray matter in the two banks of a sulcus. The resulting eccentricity and polar-angle maps were smoothed, on the surface only, by a single smoothing step in FreeSurfer (each vertex value is averaged with its nearest neighbors), and the maps were thresholded at a significance level of p Ͻ 0.01, uncorrected for multiple comparisons. In addition, field-sign maps (Sereno et al., 1994 (Sereno et al., , 1995 were produced using the standard algorithm in FreeSurfer. In short, the angle between the polar-angle gradient and the eccentricity gradient is computed for each surface vertex. If this angle is smaller or larger than 180°, the vertex is classified as mirrored or nonmirrored, respectively. Unlike the eccentricity and polar-angle maps, the data for the field-sign maps were volumetrically smoothed before the general linear model (GLM) analysis to 1.25 mm isotropic voxels to increase the homogeneity of the maps. Regions of interest (ROIs) were assigned based on the field-sign maps for multiple visual areas for each individual subject. The borders were drawn at the transitions of the field-sign maps.
The cyclic progression of the polar angle determines the locations of the vertical and horizontal meridians separating discrete visual areas. In general, isopolar angle lines are perpendicular to isoeccentricity lines. The cyclic spatial pattern of the polar angle was quantified by sampling all polar-angle values along an isoeccentricity line (ϳ3°of visual angle) that crosses all identified visual areas. The isoeccentricity line was drawn manually on the inflated white matter surface of each hemisphere, based on the eccentricity data (i.e., independently of the polar-angle data). The precise locations of the ϳ3°values were determined by changing the color display for phase-encoded data in tksurfer (i.e., setting the number of angle cycles to 10 so that the colors cycled rapidly across different eccentricity values). The polar-angle data along the vertices on the individual paths were normalized in Matlab by interpolation so that there were exactly 50 data points between two subsequent extremal points. Finally, the polar-angle values were smoothed using a running average across the individual data points with a filter kernel of five data points.
The face-localizer data in experiment 2 were analyzed in a similar manner with a standard GLM based on SPM5 (Welcome Trust Centre). Standard motion correction was performed with SPM5, and no smoothing was applied. The contrast between faces and objects was calculated and used for identifying face patches. Contrasting faces and all other stimuli produces very similar results (Popivanov et al., 2012) , hence we used only the former contrast. The resulting statistical t score maps were then registered to the anatomical image and projected onto the surface using FreeSurfer, as described above.
It should be emphasized that we do not focus here on the topography of anterior dorsal visual cortex and the parietal cortex, since no face patches were found in these regions.
Probabilistic retinotopy atlas
The 12 retinotopically defined ROIs [V1, V2, V3, V4, V4A, V4 transitional area (V4t), dorsal occipitotemporal area (OTd), posterior inferotemporal dorsal (PITd), posterior inferotemporal ventral (PITv), MT, ventral medial superior temporal area (MSTv), and fundus of the superior temporal area (FST)] as well as the face patches defined in the individual subjects were registered to the F99 template surface using surface-to-surface registration in FreeSurfer. The individually registered ROIs were then combined to probabilistic ROIs and imported into Caret5 (Caret, http://brainvis.wustl.edu/wiki/index.php/Caret:About) on the macaque F99 atlas (Van Essen et al., 2012) . As a final step, retinotopically defined probabilistic ROIs were compared with previously published atlases that are publicly available in Caret: FV91 (Felleman and Van Essen, 1991) , PHT00 (Paxinos and Franklin, 2000) , and MM11 (Markov et al., 2011) . Figure 2 shows the eccentricity, polar angle, and field-sign maps from the left hemisphere of subject M2 on both inflated and flattened surfaces covering the posterior and ventral portions of this hemisphere. No consistent differences were found between the maps derived from data obtained with the "face" or "walker" stimuli (data not shown); therefore, all data were pooled to increase the statistical power of our analyses. The high isotropic spatial resolution (1 mm 3 isotropic voxels) and salient, biologically relevant, phase-encoding stimuli allowed us to define multiple retinotopically organized areas in extrastriate visual cortex beyond what has been described thus far. Previously reported topographical organization in macaque ventral cortex was confirmed in all eight hemispheres and was observed in early visual areas (V1, V2, V3, V4; Felleman and Van Essen, 1991; Brewer et al., 2002; Fize et al., 2003 ) and the MT cluster, which includes areas V4t, MT, MSTv, and FST (Kolster et al., 2009) . Anterior to V4, we consistently identified four additional topographically organized areas having complete hemifield representations (V4A, OTd, PITd, and PITv) in all four subjects (Kolster et al., 2014) . It should be noted that the areal boundaries in the present study are based entirely on objectively defined field-sign maps (Fig. 2, right  panels ). An identical retinotopy experiment using standard checkerboard stimuli (Kolster et al., 2014) revealed similar retinotopic organizations in all 12 reported visual areas. However, the foveal representations of the various visual field map clusters (V1-V4; V4A-OTd-PITd/v; and MT cluster) are more clearly distinguishable using the biologically relevant stimuli of the present study.
Results
We shall first briefly summarize the properties of the visual field maps anteroventral to area V4 as obtained with the biologically relevant stimuli in the present study. A close-up of this portion of the cortex is shown in Figures 3 and 4 for the right and left hemisphere, respectively (M1, M3, and M4). The anterior border of area V4 is a representation of a horizontal meridian shared with area V4A (Dubner and Zeki, 1971; Zeki, 1971; Pigarev et al., 2002; Stepniewska et al., 2005; Roe et al., 2012 Felleman and Van Essen (1991) . Dorsally, anterior V4A borders an area that also represents a complete hemifield, but is restricted to foveal and parafoveal eccentricities. This area, referred to as OTd, is located at the intersection between the MT cluster (Kolster et al., 2009 ) and the field map clusters formed by the occipital (V1, V2, V3, V4), V4A, and two inferior temporal visual areas (see below). OTd is separated from neighboring area V4t within the MT cluster by an eccentricity ridge. More posteriorly, OTd borders the lower visual field representation of area V4A (with a shared lower VM), and anteriorly it shares an upper VM with another full hemifield representation, designated PITd [again, as originally described by Felleman and Van Essen (1991) ]. PITd and PITv share a lower VM for the near-central representations, but one that appears to split anteriorly, for the more peripheral eccentricities.
Figures 2, 3, and 4 show that this topographic pattern remains consistent across subjects. Furthermore, the maps indicate that there are several independent visual field map clusters . Each cluster contains a number of visual areas sharing a common foveal representation that is surrounded by a joined eccentricity map. Clearly separable foveal representations can be found in seven of eight hemispheres for the following clusters of areas: I: V1, V2, V3, and V4; II: V4A, OTd, PITd, and PITv; and III: V4t, MT, MSTv, and FST.
More anteriorly, relative to PITd and PITv, there are indications of additional consistent eccentricity biases (Figs. 2, 3, 4 , i, ii, and iii). For example, anterior to the MT cluster a foveal bias can be observed that is separated by an eccentricity ridge from the more dorsally located area FST. The location of this foveal representation (Figs. 2, i, 3, i, 4 , i) coincided with that of area LST as reported previously by Nelissen et al. (2006) . These authors also described a foveal bias in lower superior temporal (LST) region (based on 8 mm 3 voxels), which is corroborated by highresolution data (1 mm 3 voxels) here. The polar-angle organization of this region is much less clear than its foveal bias or that of other polar-angle representations found in more posteriorly located visual areas. Furthermore, a foveal bias could be consistently identified (eight of eight hemispheres) in the superior bank of STS, anterior to the MT cluster and covered portions of area STP (Figs. 2, ii, 3 , ii, 4, ii). Finally, anteriorly to PITd, PITv, and LST in the lower bank of the STS, small patches of foveal bias were found that exceeded the p Ͻ 0.01 threshold (Figs. 2, iii, 3 , iii, 4, iii).
The gray matter surface area in each of the retinotopically defined visual regions is summarized in Table 1 . In general, ROIs tend to be consistent between hemispheres.
In Fig. 5 , we plot the polar angle along an isoeccentricity line crossing eight areas at a fixed eccentricity of ϳ3°for all four subjects (see Materials and Methods). The isoeccentricity line is indicated on the eccentricity map for subject M2 (purple line) in Figure 2 . The start and end points are indicated with a circle and vertical bar, respectively. The analysis resulted in a sinusoidal wave pattern with polar-angle values ranging from Ϫ to 0 for the right hemisphere (representing the left visual field), and 0 to for the left hemisphere (representing the right visual field). These results confirm the retinotopic organization postulated above and visualized in Figures 2, 3 , and 4.
We next attempted to relate the face-localizer data (experiment 2) with the retinotopic data of the individual subjects (experiment 1). The location of the face patches (defined by the contrast monkey faces vs objects; Fig. 1b ) in our dataset is largely consistent with previous studies performed in macaques (HadjBouziane et al., 2008; Tsao et al., 2008a; Pinsk et al., 2009; Rajimehr et al., 2009; Ku et al., 2011; Popivanov et al., 2012) . The bottom panels of Figures 3 and 4 show the face patches on flattened representations of the STS in M1, M3, and M4. The contrast monkey faces versus all other nonface conditions revealed very similar results (data not shown). In six of six hemispheres, we found face patches that most likely correspond to PL, ML, and MF Tsao et al., 2008a) . More anteriorly, we also found patches in the STS corresponding to AD (five of six hemispheres), AF (three of six hemispheres), and AL (four of six hemispheres). It needs to be noted, however, that the distinction between AD (Pinsk et al., 2009) and AF (Tsao et al., 2008a ) is not always straightforward. As a result, it was not clear in either hemisphere of subject M3 whether the face patch found in the anterior superior bank corresponded to AF or AD. A similar remark can be made concerning PL and ML: In two of six hemispheres, these patches were completely separated, but were confluent in the other four of six hemispheres. Furthermore, our data revealed possible evidence of additional face patches (indicated with "?" in Figs. 3b and 4b ) that have not been described earlier. The most frequently observed of these was located between MF and AF/AD (six of six hemispheres). A small patch was also present in V4t (four of six hemispheres) and in the superior temporal gyrus (five of six hemispheres). The activations in these patches exceeded the rather conservative threshold ( p Ͻ 0.05, FWE corrected level), which suggests that the face-processing network in monkeys is larger than has been previously suggested. These novel patches were not named on the individual surface maps. Only the activation patch between MF and AF/AD, and the patch in V4t were found at a consistent location in multiple subjects (Fig. 6) , and were designated anterior MF (aMF) and posterior PL (pPL; to distinguish it from PL), respectively.
In the present study, no consistent face-selective activity above the threshold of p Ͻ 0.05 (FWE corrected) was found at the locations of several ventral temporal face patches (e.g., in parahippocampal region, entorhinal cortex, hippocampus, and amygdala) reported by Ku et al. (2011) . Lowering the threshold in the t score maps to t Ͼ 3, as in the study of Ku et al. (2011) , revealed face-selective activity within the aforementioned ventral temporal areas, yet lying outside retinotopically organized cortex in all subjects (data not shown).
In Figures 3 and 4 , the retinotopically defined borders of the individual monkeys (experiment 1) are superimposed onto the flat maps. Consistent face activations were found in PITd (six of six hemispheres), immediately anterior to PITd (six of six hemispheres), and anterior to the MT cluster in the fundus of STS (six of six hemispheres). These face patches correspond to PL, ML, and MF, respectively. The anterior temporal face patches are located in extrastriate visual cortex for which we could not find a consistent polar-angle or eccentricity organization (Figs. 3, 4, compare b, a) , even below a threshold of p Ͻ 0.01 (uncorrected for multiple comparisons).
After defining the visual field maps in the individual subjects, we created a probabilistic map of all identified occipitotemporal retinotopic areas on the F99 monkey template brain in FreeSurfer and Caret (Van Essen et al., 2001 ). More specifically, based on the visual field-sign maps, we created ROIs for each of these retinotopically defined areas in the individual subjects. It is noteworthy that the ROIs were based on objective criteria (i.e., reversals in the field-sign maps). These ROIs were then warped to the F99 monkey template surface to create a probabilistic map of these areas in this template space (Fig. 6a) . The early visual areas show substantial overlap between the individual ROIs. While the center-ofmass positions of the individual higher-order areas correlated surprisingly well across subjects, intersubject differences in areal extents become more pronounced for the higher-order areas, exactly as predicted by the existing literature (Van Essen et al., 1984) . Next, we also created a probabilistic map of the face patches in inferotemporal cortex (IT) and prefrontal cortex in F99 space, based on the face-localizer data of the three monkeys that participated in experiment 2. In Figure 6b , we overlay the face patches (cyan outlines delineate regions where two of three subjects showed overlap) with the probabilistic retinotopy atlas for the right hemisphere of F99 (white outlines show retinotopic ROIs where three of four subjects showed an overlap). These group data corroborate results obtained with the individual subjects, since the posterior face activations (referred to here as PL) overlap with probabilistic PITd, while the other temporal face patches are clearly located outside retinotopically organized cortex (ML, MF, AL, AF, and AD). ML corresponds to a region immediately anterior to the MT cluster and PITd with a foveal bias that could correspond to LST as described by Nelissen et al. (2006) (see above) . Note that of the three aforementioned face-selective patches not yet described in the literature, two are found at a consistent location (in two of three monkeys). The patch lying between MF and AF/AD in the superior temporal gyrus is therefore referred to as aMF. The patch in retinotopic area V4t is designated the pPL face patch, in keeping with existing nomenclature. The location of face-selective activations in the upper bank of STS was not consistent across subjects. In a final group analysis, we computed the probability of cortex-outside the aforementioned 12 retinotopic areas-showing consistent but nonetheless subthreshold foveal biases (0 -4°eccentricity, below p Ͻ 0.01, uncorrected threshold; Fig. 6c ). The polar-angle values in these foveal bias zones were also below threshold, although a contralateral preference was consistently observed below threshold. This probability analysis revealed three distinct zones of subthreshold foveal biases, one elongated region immediately anterior to the MT cluster in the superior bank of the STS, covering most of area STP, and two separate zones with foveal biases located rostroventrally relative to PITd and PITv. Posterior face patch ML is clearly located within such a region showing a foveal bias immediately anterior to PITd and PITv. MF is located just next to this consistently foveal region and neighbors the foveal bias zone corresponding to STP in the superior bank of the STS. Interestingly, the anterior face patches AL, AF, and AD are localized immediately anterior to the anteriormost portion of IT showing a foveal bias. This latter region, which partially overlapped with anterior face patch AL, is mostly interspersed between the middle and anterior face patches. Figures 7 and 8 show the eccentricity and polar-angle maps together with the face patches in the prefrontal cortex of the left and right hemispheres respectively (M1, M3, and M4). A reasonably consistent eccentricity map can be distinguished in the prefrontal cortex of all four subjects (only three are shown) in a location corresponding to the frontal eye fields (FEFs). The central representation lies at the genu of the arcuate sulcus. The peripheral representation extends mostly anteromedially (as predicted from previous single-unit and fMRI studies; Bruce and Goldberg, 1985; Schall, 1997; Wardak et al., 2010) and ventrally relative to the central representation. The polar-angle map indicates a large contralateral hemifield representation, but one having no clear organization. In two monkeys (M3 and M4), we also observed ipsilateral representations, mainly in ventral premotor cortex (Fig. 7) . In general, however, the polar-angle maps are rather inconsistent, with only a hint of two hemifield representations near FEF (e.g., alternating red-green-red colors for the right hemisphere in all three monkeys).
Based on the face-localizer data, we can identify (at p Ͻ 0.05, FWE corrected level) two to three frontal face patches, as previously described by Tsao et al. (2008b) : PO f (three of six hemispheres), PL f (six of six hemispheres), and PA f (three of six hemispheres). All three of these prefrontal patches are also present on the probabilistic map of the right hemisphere of F99 (Fig. 6b) .
We observed virtually no overlap between the locations of the prefrontal face patches (Figs. 7, 8, a, b , white outlines) and the regions showing some degree of eccentricity and polar-angle organization, suggesting that the prefrontal face patches have no topographic organization.
The ROIs corresponding to the aforementioned retinotopically organized areas were defined for all four subjects and registered to the F99 monkey template brain in Caret. A comparison with four commonly used atlases [FV91 (Felleman and Van Essen, 1991) , LV00 (Lewis and Van Essen, 2000a, b) , PHT00 (Paxinos and Franklin, 2000), MM11 (Markov et al., 2011) ] is presented for the right hemisphere in Figure 9 . Names, numbers, sizes, and positions of higher-order visual areas (those in the current study including V4A, OTd, PITd/v, V4t, MT, MSTv, and FST) vary from atlas to atlas, hampering direct comparison. However, there is a reasonably good correspondence between the atlases and the probabilistic maps (thresholded at three of four subjects or 75%) for the more dorsal parts of the early visual areas (V1-V3). Dorsal V4, as defined in the FV91, LV00, and PHT00 atlases, is split into dorsal V4 and V4A in the present dataset. Our probabilistic maps deviate significantly from published atlases for most upper-field representations in the ventral parts of areas V2, V3, and also V4. For example, ventral V2 of FV91, LV00, and PHT00 correspond to a combination of ventral V2 and V3, and even to parts of ventral V4 in the probabilistic map. Ventral V4 of the FV91 and PHT00 atlases is also split into V4 and V4A in the probabilistic map. Retinotopic area MT corresponds reasonably well to its definition in FV91 and MM11. The fact that MT extends further posterior in the STS in the two published atlases may be a consequence of the restricted size of the stimuli used in the present retinotopic mapping experiment (12.5°eccentricity). Also, retinotopically based definitions of PITd and PITv only partially conform with the original maps shown in FV91. For example, probabilistic OTd together with retinotopically defined PITd fit with the original definition of PITd in the FV91 atlas. PITv corresponds well to the posterior part of the PITv definition in FV91, although it also includes part of VOT in the latter atlas. Probabilistic PITv corresponds surprisingly well to TEO in the PHT00, but not in the MM11 atlas.
Discussion
We investigated the topographic organization of the face patches and surrounding cortex in macaque monkeys. The posterior face activations pPL and PL are located within retinotopically organized areas V4t and PITd, respectively. Cortex corresponding to the more anteriorly located ML showed strong foveal bias. All other face patches in monkey anterior IT and prefrontal cortex were located in regions showing no topographic organization.
Retinotopic organization of higher-order extrastriate areas
Consistent retinotopic organization was revealed in multiple higher-order cortical areas using high-resolution fMRI. The topographic maps confirmed and extended previous findings (Kolster et al., 2009; Patel et al., 2010; Arcaro et al., 2011; Kolster et al., 2014) . The detected retinotopic areas are grouped into the following three field map clusters sharing foveal field representations: (1) V1, V2, V3, and V4; (2) V4A, PITd, PITv, and OTd; and (3) V4t, MT, MST, and FST. Although it is tempting to speculate concerning their respective functional roles, further studies are Figure 6 . Probabilistic retinotopic and face patch ROIs on the F99 template in FreeSurfer. a, The probabilistic ROIs of all retinotopic areas within the ventral stream that were defined above are shown on the inflated surface of the F99 template brain (right hemisphere). There is a large intersubject correspondence for the definitions of the borders of early visual areas. b, Location of the probabilistic group-level face patches (cyan outlines indicate a consistent face patch location in at least two of the three subjects, thresholded at p Ͻ 0.05, FWE corrected). The 75% probability retinotopic ROIs are shown in white. All known occipitotemporal face patches that were identified in the individual subjects also survived the intersubject analysis. c, Comparison with the consistent, but below-threshold, eccentricity biases in IT cortex. Three main zones having eccentricity biases can be identified consistently as described in Results.
needed to ascertain whether the two far-extrastriate clusters (2 and 3) may perform distinct cluster-specific functions, as hypothesized by .
In addition to this highly retinotopically organized swath of extrastriate cortex, consistent eccentricity maps were identified more anteriorly in "nonretinotopic" STS, most likely corresponding to area LST (Nelissen et al., 2006) , portions of STP in the upper bank of the STS, and on the middle temporal gyrus in anterior IT near the anterior middle temporal sulcus. Polar-angle organization was weak in the region encompassing ML, resulting in ambiguous polar-angle maps. It should be noted, however, that the significance values for most voxels in this latter region were clearly above threshold for the polar-angle analysis ( p Ͻ 0.01), indicating that the rather scrambled organization is probably not the result of noise. This was not the case for the anterior face patches, where no voxels reached statistically significant levels in the polar-angle or eccentricity analysis. Further anterior in IT cortex, along the lip of the posterior bank of STS, we also observed a consistent foveal bias across the three monkeys, although it did not reach significance in any individual subject. It is unlikely that this recurrent eccentricity pattern reflects mere noise. Further experiments with greater sensitivity and/or resolution are required to ascertain the relevance of this organization in middle and anterior IT cortex.
Finally, a consistent eccentricity map was identified in area FEF of prefrontal cortex, an area that was again associated with noisy polar-angle maps. These findings corroborate previously reported electrophysiological (Bruce and Goldberg, 1985; Dias and Segraves, 1999; Schall, 2002) and fMRI results (Wardak et al., 2010) . Interestingly, we observed peripheral visual field representations ventrolaterally to the ramus of the arcuate, where nearfoveal receptive fields and saccade movement fields are found. In previous electrophysiological and microstimulation studies (Schall, 1997; Moore and Armstrong, 2003; Ekstrom et al., 2008) , peripheral field representations or high-amplitude saccade vectors are typically found only anteriorly in the lateral bank of the upper branch of the arcuate sulcus.
Probabilistic retinotopically defined ROIs
The fMRI-based probabilistic maps on the F99 surface in both FreeSurfer and Caret provide valuable additional information about the organization of the macaque visual cortex. The resulting probabilistic ROIs are available on-line (ftp://neuroserv.med.kuleuven.be/ outgoing/JNEUROSCI/Atlases.zip). In these probabilistic ROIs, we also include retinotopic data from two additional monkeys with which phase-encoded retinotopic mapping (0.6 mm isotropic voxels) was performed using implanted phased-array coils (Janssens et al., 2012 ) that increase cortical signal-to-noise ratio by a factor of 3 relative to the external phased-array coils of the present study. The corresponding probabilistic maps (with n ϭ 6) are largely indistinguishable from those presented in Figures 6 and 9 . The probabilistic maps will facilitate any future targeting of relevant monkey ventral stream structures using electrophysiological, fMRI, or perturbation methods.
Topographic organization of the temporal face patches in the STS
When comparing retinotopic maps of monkey ventral extrastriate cortex to the locations of the face patches, we found consistent overlap between area V4t and face patch pPL, and between area PITd and a posterior face patch, corresponding to previously reported area PL (Tsao et al., 2008a) . These observations are corroborated by the findings of Issa and DiCarlo (2012) , showing that PL neurons have a preference for the upper visual field. Our results using fMRI suggest that the face selectivity in PL is not limited to the upper visual field but might extend to the lower visual field (anterior portion of PITd; Figs. 2, 3) . A possible explanation for this apparent discrepancy with the results from Issa and DiCarlo (2012) could be that the lower visual field representations, located more anteroventral, were not sampled in the study of Issa and DiCarlo (2012) . In their study, the patches ML and PL are also clearly separated.
The middle face patch ML, on the other hand, is situated within cortex showing an eccentricity bias but no clear polarangle organization. In general, these data indicate that face patches pPL, PL, and, to some extent, ML, are performing rather low-level operations on facial information. Note that in multiple individual hemispheres, face activations extended more posteriorly, to include area OTd/V4A. A direct comparison of the latter activations with respect to the posterior patches reported by Tsao et al. (2008a) is difficult since PL and ML were found to be confluent in some hemispheres in both the study by Tsao et al. (2008a) and the present study. Future experiments with higherresolution fMRI and retinotopic mapping techniques will presumably reveal more topographic detail in these posterior face patches. We also found that MF is positioned between two regions showing foveal bias, suggesting that it performs functions considerably different from those of neighboring ML. The anterior face patches (AD, AF, and AL) show no retinotopic organization whatsoever. It is unlikely that reduced contrast-to-noise ratio could explain the lack of retinotopic signals in anterior IT, since we were consistently able to identify the face patches in this region. Hence, receptive field size and/or scatter in the neurons found in these patches are probably too large to detect topography with the used methods. In prefrontal cortex, we observed a rather consistent eccentricity map in FEF, but the frontal face patches lacked any eccentricity or polar-angle organization, sug- The colored regions correspond to the 75% probability ROIs defined on the basis of retinotopy present in the current study. The yellow outlines show face-selective patches present in at least two of the three subjects, corresponding to those shown in Figure 6. gesting also that the prefrontal face patches have no underlying topographic organization. It is worth noting, however, that a negative fMRI result should be interpreted with care. Also, the size of fMRI face patches depends on signal strength and the tuning characteristics, distribution, and proportion of the faceselective cells it contains.
The various face patches within monkey visual and prefrontal cortex clearly showed differing levels of topographic organization. This supports a multiscale organization wherein some processes require fine-grained topographical organization while other processes are less dependent upon such functional organization. Furthermore, this view supports the hypothesis that a certain hierarchical organization exists among the various patches carrying out their distinct functions (Tsao et al., 2008b; Freiwald and Tsao, 2010; Issa and DiCarlo, 2012) . The gradual transition from patches located in retinotopic extrastriate visual cortex, through regions showing eccentricity bias, to completely nonretinotopic cortex in anterior IT and prefrontal cortex, is consistent with a gradual shift of their functional roles from lowlevel to increasingly higher-level processing. The face patches in anterior IT and prefrontal cortex show no topographic organization, which renders them more suitable for higher-level processing requiring neuronal invariance of facial representations. This corresponds to existing literature asserting that higher-order processing, such as identity encoding, is a feature of the anterior and ventral temporal patches (Hasselmo et al., 1989; De Souza et al., 2005; Leopold et al., 2006) . In addition, the face patches found in the frontal cortex are sensitive to the emotional context of faces (Tsao et al., 2008b) . Both identity encoding and sensitivity to emotional context require a more global interpretation of facial information, probably relying on convergent input from lowerlevel face patches in retinotopic cortex. The more global interpretation would be less dependent on individual, topographically defined features within faces (e.g., position and features of eyes and nose), explaining the absence of any retinotopic organization in such modules.
Analogy to human retinotopic areas and face patches
Finally, these results provide information that should prove invaluable to future studies focusing on functional homologies between human and monkey retinotopic areas or face-processing modules. The face-selective response found in the monkey PITd suggests that the homologous retinotopic region in human should, in principle, also exhibit selectivity for faces. Therefore, we compared the location of the human putative homolog of PITd and PITv, as recently described (Kolster et al., 2010) , with a probabilistic atlas of face activations derived from a large population (Engell and McCarthy, 2013) . We found that the putative human PIT cluster largely overlaps with the probabilistic face area OFA (Fig. 10) . This finding strengthens the claim of functional homology between area PITd/v in humans and monkeys and also suggests that the posterior face activation in monkey PITd, here designated PL, may be the functional homolog of OFA. Although the current study was limited to a single species, it can serve as a starting point for a more detailed and direct comparison of the topographic organization and the face-processing networks of humans and monkeys.
Notes
Supplemental material for this article is available at ftp://neuroserv.med. kuleuven.be/outgoing/JNEUROSCI/Atlases.zip. Probabilistic retinotopic atlases in F99 space. This material has not been peer reviewed.
